
4-16-2012

Warden T. C. Outlaw
FCC Forrest City Low
PO 7000
Forrest City, AR 72336-7000

Dear Warden Outlaw:

I spoke with you at lunchtime 3-29-2012.  During this conversation I asked you no less than 
three times what procedure you expect me to follow the next time I go on hunger strike.  You 
persistently  declined  to  answer  that  specific  inquiry,  instead  asking  me  why I  intend  to 
hunger strike.

I intend to hunger strike to establish the rights of hunger strikers.  I was written a "shot" 
(formal disciplinary incident report) the last time I went on hunger strike.   The basis for 
punishment  was  the  theory  that  being  in  "general  population"  was  "programming" 
(educational  classes),  thus  my  insistence  upon  a  hunger  strike  constituted  a  "refusal  to 
program."

A declaration of hunger strike, like a declaration of war, is an expected courtesy but not one 
generally received as good news.  Starting immediately after coming off hunger strike last 
summer,  I  asked for instructions  as  to  how to declare  a hunger  strike without  triggering 
disciplinary sanctions.

Everyone I asked including senior Operations personnel told me they couldn't or wouldn't 
answer.  I was finally told that it was a medical question.  I wrote a request for Ms. Rivers-
Graham, the Medical Director, explaining the background and asking her to please tell me 
what she expected me to do to properly declare a hunger strike.  At first she didn't receive it.  
I re-sent it to her, and some weeks ago personally verified with her that the document was on 
her desk.  She has not responded in writing, but she did tell me in person, at my request on 
April 2, 2012, that she would lock me up as required by the Program Statements if I declared 
a  hunger  strike.   She  said  that  I  could  declare  a  hunger  strike  simply  by  declaring  my 
intention to prison personnel.

If you prevent Ms. Rivers-Graham from keeping her word and doing her job, I'll simply quit 
eating.  I won't hide the fact from anyone, inside or outside this prison.  Furthermore, there  
are diabetics on this compound with blood sugar monitors.  The last time I went on hunger 
strike,  my  blood  sugar  fell  into  the  forties  within  3  days.   Had  I  refused  Ensure  your  
personnel would have administered Ensure by force.  Some of the inmates - my bunkie for 
example - are just as opposed to my hunger striking as you are.  If you feel led to get them 
involved, go for it.  Just don't accuse me of agitating anything, and don't delude yourself into 
thinking that you can maintain plausible deniability. 

Ms. Rivers-Graham is correct in saying that an inmate has a right to commence a hunger 
strike by the simple expedient of declaring that fact to prison personnel.   Thus the "shot" 
against  me  was  unlawful  -  which  is  why you  dishonestly  evaded  your  responsibility  to 
consider my appeal of the "shot."  I expect you to take the initiative to make suitable amends 
for the "shot" and the punishment imposed.  This issue alone is more than adequate grounds 
for another hunger strike.
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During the last hunger strike you kept me under lights 24/7 for the 40 day duration of the  
hunger strike.  That's punishment, psychological abuse (the Soviets used that against their 
dissidents) and a waste of taxpayer funds.   The isolation rooms in medical, where I spent 
time at  the end of the first  hunger  strike,  don't  even have light  switches.   None of your 
personnel knew any way to turn off the lights.  This situation is also adequate grounds for my 
hunger strike. 

On the last hunger strike I was issued a pad about an inch thick, two sheets about half the 
normal width, and no blanket.  Only when the midnight shift came on and saw me miserable 
from the cold did I get a standard mat, two normal sheets, and a blanket.  

I  expect  you to  follow your own rules as well  as the Bureau of Prisons (BOP) Program 
Statements.   The  Oklahoma City Transfer  Center  provided me  a  decent  mattress,  a  nice 
pillow,  and  fully  adequate  bedding,  with  which  I  was  satisfied.   They  also  maintained 
comfortable temperatures, whereas in this prison the thermostat hasn't worked for about 4 or 
5 years.  Thus the temperature is often frigid in summertime or roasting hot in the winter - 
another gross waste of taxpayer funds.   Therefore I want access to my thermal underwear 
when I hunger strike. If you wish to force my body to choose between an unsafe blood sugar 
level, or an unsafe drop in core body temperature, say so plainly.

Your personnel  seized my Russian-English dictionary out of my property during the last 
hunger strike.  You advised a tort claim, which is not legally permissible.   A sign in the 
housing unit says I can file a claim for my loss pursuant to 31 USC 3723, but I have no 
remedy at all if the request is denied.  Please order that the book be returned.  Either you're 
agreeable or you're not - you decide and tell me.

In any case I expect you to allow hunger strikers access to any books or other educational  
material, including language audios and audio equipment, in MP3 or CD format, that they 
possess or that their families are willing to send.  That's far more important than the value of 
a single confiscated book.  This is another issue that qualifies, in and of itself, as a basis for 
another hunger strike.    

It takes an exquisite talent for irony to at once deprive me of educational materials that I 
pleaded for day after day, while simultaneously punishing me based on the specious claim 
that being in the "general population" of this dysfunctional prison is somehow educational.

Your opposition to hunger  strikes is  understandable  -  they communicate  with power and 
eloquence that cannot be achieved with words alone.  That's why you and your personnel 
seized my stamps, denied me a SHU pen, and for a time denied me envelopes and paper - all 
clearly lawless assaults on my ability to communicate consistent with the rules.  

On March 29, 2012 you denied that any hunger striker in your custody became comatose by 
your tactics.  However, on the first hunger strike, I had a stroke that temporarily rendered me 
unable to walk.  My right leg, foot, arm, and hand wouldn't work correctly, and my right eye 
would not turn out to the side normally.  I didn't have enough strength in my right hand to 
grip a pencil sufficiently to write.  

I rang the emergency button and asked for medical personnel, explaining the symptoms and 
telling them I was having a stroke.  They told me that "the doctor says you need to eat."  As 
the  symptoms  progressed,  I  paged  the  officer  again,  and frantically  pleaded  for  medical 
assistance.  The officer came to my cell, told me that he was the one who called the doctor, 
and that no medical  aid would be forthcoming.   I crawled back to bed and waited out a 
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terrifying night.  I fully recovered from that event.  The next time it could be fatal or result in 
permanent physical injury.  

For proof that you pursue a policy of dehydrating hunger strikers, consider the following 
facts.  One, on the second hunger strike my request to purchase and use my own electrolyte 
concentrate  was  denied.   Two,  the  doctor  prescribed  Gatorade  at  one  point,  but  that 
prescription was overridden by Operations - amongst other wrongs a clear interference with 
the doctor's professional judgment and ethical duties.  Three, your personnel put a tube down 
my nose to force-feed Ensure, despite my offer to willingly accept V-8 juice in order to avoid 
the threatened use of force.   There is only one logical  reason for the prison to use force 
against me in this circumstance - V-8 juice is loaded with electrolytes, and Ensure isn't.  

The stroke, my blood pressure readings, and periodic difficulties in drawing blood all fairly 
disclosed to you and your personnel the plain fact that your policies were causing me to 
become dehydrated.  Rather than ceasing this abuse, your personnel simply scrambled to give 
me two liters of fluid intravenously when Art Cover came to visit me, along with his children. 
You were embarrassed - as well you should have been - for them to see me in my dehydrated 
condition.  You owe Mr. Cover an apology and money for his lost visit.  You owe the public  
full assurances that your lawless behaviour will not be repeated.  

Your personnel were unconcerned about a stroke that could well have proven fatal because 
you are likewise unconcerned.  Your policies for the treatment of hunger strikers are both 
medically and legally reckless.   I intend to force you to change these inhumane policies.  I 
know the official policy prohibits your behaviour, but that's not enough.  I expect reality to 
match up to the official policy. 

I provided you with a list of demands before the last hunger strike - all supported by Program 
Statements, case law, or some combination thereof.  I again request you to sign that form, 
stating  that  you  will  respect  each  and  every  right  listed  thereupon,  for  any inmate  who 
engages in a hunger strike for any reason. 

In addition to the foregoing, I request that this prison will by written policy:

1)  Maintain the Trulincs account of ANY inmate actually on hunger strike in "active" status,  
to allow them to use Trulincs to communicate with family and friends at least daily.  You 
already have a computer hooked up to the Trulincs system in Special Housing Unit (SHU) -  
there is no good reason you cannot let hunger strikers use it to communicate with the outside 
world.   You  should  enable  "cut  and  paste"  capabilities,  to  make  communication  more 
efficient. 
 
2)  Allow hunger strikers to make video phone calls to family and friends on a reasonable 
schedule.  You already have the equipment set up so that you can let SHU inmates "visit" 
without ever touching their loved ones.  That's hardly a visit, but if it is, why should families 
and friends waste expensive gasoline to visit us?  Let them "visit" their loved ones from their 
own  home,  using  Skype  video  or  other  commonly  available  internet  video  phone  or 
conference service.  You also use video links for your contract medical professionals, so it is 
undeniable that you are able to make this video phone service work over the internet. 

3)   Make designated  medical  records  available  to  a  hunger  striker  or  his  designee,  in  a 
reasonably contemporaneous manner, for the purpose of obtaining a second opinion or other 
reasons. Furthermore, you will promptly advise the hunger striker when a request for this 
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information has been made by a third party, and permit the hunger striker to grant or deny 
approval of the request.

I will defer action until the close of business on Tuesday, May 1, 2012, to allow you enough 
time to make a considered decision and communicate it to me.  If you need more time please 
ask -  I  will  fairly  consider  any such request.   Failure  to  respond will  be construed as  a 
rejection  of  my  requests  and  a  termination  of  negotiations.    I  will  govern  my actions 
accordingly. 

Kindest personal regards,

/s/ Oscar Stilley

Oscar Stilley
os
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